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Stephen Hawking is the world-famous physicist with
a cameo in "The Simpsons on his CV", but outside
his academic field his work is little understood. To
the public he is a tragic figure - a brilliant scientist
and author of the 9 million-copy-selling "A Brief
History of Time", and yet confined to a wheelchair
and almost completely paralysed. Hawking's major
contribution to science has been to integrate the two
great theories of 20th-century physics - Einstein's
General Theory of Relativity and Quantum
Mechanics. J.P. McEvoy and Oscar Zarate's brilliant
graphic guide explores Hawking's life, the evolution
of his work from his days as a student, and his
breathtaking discoveries about where these
fundamental laws break down or overlap, such as on
the edge of a Black Hole or at the origin of the
Universe itself.
Presents the life and accomplishments of the English
scientist, who, despite suffering from Lou Gehrig's
disease, has become a renowned cosmologist
whose theory of black holes has had a profound
influence on the modern study of the universe.
Stephen Hawking was a very famous scientist
whose ideas changed the world. He studied space
and time and taught people about the universe.
Stephen was often very ill and his life was not easy,
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but it was extraordinary. Penguin Readers is a series
of popular classics, exciting contemporary fiction,
and thought-provoking non-fiction written for learners
of English as a foreign language. Beautifully
illustrated and carefully adapted, the series
introduces language learners around the world to the
bestselling authors and most compelling content
from Penguin Random House. The eight levels of
Penguin Readers follow the Common European
Framework and include language activities that help
readers to develop key skills.
The best-selling author of A Brief History of Time
presents a new study of the cosmos that will blow
peoples' minds, presented in clear, concise language
this is easy to understand. Reprint. A #1 best-seller.
Stephen Hawking In 1963, Stephen Hawking was
diagnosed with motor neurone disease and given
two years to live. More than half a century later,
Hawking had made some of the most significant
contributions to our understanding of the universe
since Albert Einstein. The world's most famous
physics professor, a best-selling author, and a father
of three, Stephen lived his life to its fullest. Bridging
the world of theoretical physics with the reach of pop
culture, Stephen Hawking became an emblem of
human determination and intellectual curiosity.
Inside you will read about... ? Early Life and Terminal
Illness ? Hawking Radiation and Black Holes ? The
Hawking Family ? A Gambling Man ? Late Life and
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Death And much more!
In 1963 Stephen Hawking was given a couple of
years to live. In January 2017 he celebrates his
seventy-fifth birthday. This biography of the brilliant
theoretical physicist and inspirational international
celebrity, written with the help of Hawking himself
and his close associates, now includes- A His
leadership at the London Paralympic Games A The
release of the film about his life The Theory of
Everything A His BBC Reith Lectures in 2016 A His
continuing work on black holes, gravitational waves,
the new discovery of osupertranslationso A The
launch of the astounding oStarshoto programme A
The first presentation of the Stephen Hawking Medal
for Science Communication at Starmus III in June
2016. Written with the clarity and simplicity for which
all Kitty Ferguson's books have been praised, it is a
captivating account of an extraordinary life and mind.
"Stephen Hawking was a physicist, cosmologist and
author who made the study of the universe
understandable to everyone. From his studies at
Cambridge university, to the diagnosis of his motor
neurone disease, to his winning the Presidential
Medal of Freedom, read about the life of the man
who is known the world over for his incredible
contribution to science and the world in this
beautifully illustrated book with real-life stories,
timelines and facts."--Provided by publisher
Stephen Hawkings stated his goal was No less
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than a complete understanding of the universe.
This fascinating biography details the life and
achievements of Stephen Hawking, a scientist who
made significant contributions to the field of physics.
Hawkings theories always inspired and challenged
colleagues, and his strength was building on older
theories and revolutionizing them into new theories
such as black hole radiation.
Stephen HawkingA Life Well LivedBlack Swan
Originally published in 1992 to great acclaim, this
updated edition traces the course of Hawking’s life
and science, successfully marrying biography and
physics to tell the story of a remarkable man.
Stephen Hawking is no ordinary scientist. With a
career that began over thirty years ago at Cambridge
University, he has managed to do more than
perhaps any other scientist to broaden our basic
understanding of the universe. His theoretical work
on black holes and his progress in advancing our
knowledge of the origin and nature of the cosmos
have been groundbreaking—if not downright
revolutionary. Stephen Hawking has also spent
much of his adult life confined to a wheelchair, a
victim of ALS, a degenerative motor neuron disease.
Clearly his physical limitations have done nothing to
confine him intellectually. He simply never allowed
his illness to hinder his scientific development. In
fact, many would argue that his liberation from the
routine chores of life has allowed him to focus his
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efforts more keenly on his science. Hawking
certainly would have been remarkable for his cutting
edge work in theoretical physics alone. However, he
has also managed to popularize science in a way
unparalleled by other scientists of his stature. He
became a household name, achieving almost cultlike fame, with the release of his best-selling book, A
Brief History of Time. Although steeped in the
potentially overwhelming complexities of cosmology,
he succeeded in selling millions of copies to
audiences eager to learn even some of what he has
to offer. Science writers White and Gribbin have
skillfully painted a portrait of an indefatigable genius
and a scientific mind that seemingly knows no
bounds. Knitting together clear explanations of
Hawking’s science with a detailed personal history
that is both balanced as well as sensitive, we come
to know—and appreciate—both. As Stephen
Hawking’s new book, The Universe in a Nutshell,
hits the best-seller lists, it is the ideal time for
readers to learn more about this remarkable man
and his vast body of accomplishments.
Traditional Chinse Edition of [Stephen Hawking]
Stephen Hawking was one of the world's most
famous scientists. His ground-breaking research into
black holes and the Big Bang has helped to explain
the beginnings of our universe and his book A Brief
History of Timehas sold over 10 million copies.
Diagnosed with a form of motor neuron disease
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when he was a young man, Stephen was inspired to
achieve his goals as fast as possible. Through
incredible determination and skill, he became a
legendary scientist, a best-selling author, and the
man that changed the way we think about the
universe.
In 1963 Stephen Hawking was given two years to
live. Defying all the odds, he died in March 2018 at
age seventy-six as the most celebrated scientist in
the world. This carefully researched, and now newly
updated, up-to-the-minute biography and tribute
gives a rich picture of Hawking's remarkable life - his
childhood, the heart-rending beginning of his
struggle with motor neurone disease, his everincreasing international fame, and his long personal
battle for survival in pursuit of a scientific
understanding of the universe. From more recent
years, Kitty Ferguson describes his inspiring
leadership at the London Paralympic Games, the
release of the film The Theory of Everything, his
continuing work on black holes and the origin of the
universe, the discovery of 'supertranslations', and
the astounding 'Starshot' program. Here also are his
intense concern for the future of the Earth and his
use of his celebrity to fight for environmental and
humanitarian causes, and, finally, a ground-breaking
paper he was working on at the time of his death, in
which he took issue with some of his own earlier
theories.
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In their bestselling book for young readers, noted
physicist Stephen Hawking and his daughter, Lucy,
provide a grand and funny adventure that explains
fascinating information about our universe, including
Dr. Hawking's latest ideas about black holes. It's the
story of George, who's taken through the vastness of
space by a scientist, his daughter, and their supercomputer named Cosmos. George's Secret Key to
the Universe was a New York Times bestseller and a
selection of Al's Book Club on the Today show.
Stephen Hawking – Was the previous Lucasian
Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge University & the
writer of a best sellers “A Brief History of Time”. Learn
about Stephen Hawking’s life & his discoveries studying
the universe, plus how he inspired cosmology. Are you
interested in the Universe and cosmology Are you a fan f
Stephen Hawking? Are you entranced by Stephen
Hawking and his theories? If so this Stephen Hawking
Biography is perfect for you? It was the 8th of January
2012 when a man who found out at 21 that he
possessed motor neurone disease, which in most
occasions equals a number of years' degeneration then
an inevitable death, enjoyed his 70th birthday. The
scientist Stephen Hawking was born on January 8, 1942
in the city of Oxford, England. Even as a youngster,
Stephen Hawking displayed amazement for science,
mathematics and space. Whilst age 21 and studying
cosmology at the university of Cambridge, Steven
discovered that he suffered from Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis (ALS). During the two years after discovering
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this life changing announcement; Hawking rose from
being a struggling student, to the world’s most
outstanding famous scientist in existence. Stephen’s
favourite fields were Theoretical physics, applied
mathematics and Cosmology. Stephen is known for his
theories on Black holes, Quantum gravity, cosmology
and Hawking radiation. Stephen Hawking has produced
four revised books by himself and at least three books
for children his beloved daughter Lucy. He has had two
wives, fathered three children and has three grand
children. Stephen stated “His purpose is simple. It is to
completely understand the universe, why it has
developed into what it is and the purpose for the
universes existence at all” – Stephen Hawking For a
compete insight into Stephen Hawking’s life, you’ll
probably wish to indulge in this superb biography.
Stephen Hawking, Stephen Hawking Biography,
Biographies & Memoirs, Science Maths, Cosmology,
Space
Available for the first time, this is a unique opportunity to
explore the cosmoswith "the greatest mind since
Einstein". Not since "A Brief History of Time", has
Hawkins so succinctly and entertainingly delved into the
most complex theories of physics. These seven lectures
will open your mind to the rich history of scientific thought
and the fascinating complexities of the universe we live
in.
Stephen Hawking is one of the most remarkable figures
of our time - a Cambridge genius who has earned
international celebrity and become an inspiration to those
who have witnessed his triumph over disability. This is
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Hawking's life story by Kitty Ferguson, written with help
from Hawking himself and his close associates. Updated
and substantially expanded from her earlier book of
1992, this carefully researched, up to the minute
biography gives a rich picture of Hawking's life - his
childhood, the heartrending beginning of his struggle with
motor neurone disease, his ever-increasing international
fame, and his long personal battle for survival in pursuit
of a scientific understanding of the universe. Throughout
Kitty Ferguson also summarizes and explains the cuttingedge science in which Hawking has been engaged.
Stephen Hawking is written with the clarity and simplicity
for which all Kitty Ferguson's books have been praised.
The result is a captivating account of an extraordinary life
and mind.
????????????????? ???????????????????
????????????????????? ?????????????……
?????????????????????? ——???Kip S.
Thorne??2017????????? ??????????????
???????????????????? ???????????? ????????????
??????????????? ???????????????????
??????????????? ?????????????? ???????????????
??????????????????? ????????????????
??????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????????
????????????????? ??????????????????????
???????????????????? ????????????????
???????????????????? ?????????????????
In an updated edition with a new chapter, just in time for
Stephen Hawking's 75th birthday, Kitty Ferguson looks
at one of the most remarkable figures of our
age—bestselling author of A Brief History of Time,
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celebrated theoretical physicist, and an inspiration to
millions around the world -- with fresh insights into the
way he thinks and works, his ever-more-imaginative
adventures in science at the “flaming ramparts of the
world,” the discovery of gravity waves, the blockbuster
proposal for “Starshot” to explore the cosmos, and his
increasingly powerful use of his celebrity on behalf of
human rights and survival on earth and beyond. With
rare access to Hawking, including childhood photos and
in-depth research, award-winning author Kitty Ferguson
continues to create a rich and comprehensive picture of
Hawking's life: his childhood; the heartbreaking ALS
diagnosis when he was a first-year graduate student; his
long personal battle for survival in pursuit of a scientific
understanding of the universe; and his rise to
international fame. Ferguson uses her gift for translating
the language of theoretical physics into the language of
the rest of us to make Hawking's scientific work
accessible. This is an insightful, absorbing, and definitive
account of a brilliant mind and the extraordinary life of a
man who at seventy-five is as up-to-date as tomorrow.
Collector s Edition with Audiobook read by the
AuthorStephen Hawking is widely believed to be one of
the world s greatest minds: a brilliant theoretical physicist
whose work helped to reconfigure models of the universe
and to redefine what s in it. Imagine sitting in a room
listening to Hawking discuss these achievements and
place them in historical context. It would be like hearing
Christopher Columbus on the New World.Hawking
presents a series of seven lec-tures covering everything
from big bang to black holes to string theory that capture
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not only the brilliance of Hawking s mind but his
characteristic wit as well. Of his research on black holes,
which absorbed him for more than a decade, he says, It
might seem a bit like looking for a black cat in a coal
cellar. Hawking begins with a history of ideas about the
universe, from Aristotle s determination that the Earth is
round to Hubble s discovery, over 2000 years later, that
the universe is expanding. Using that as a launching
pad, he explores the reaches of modern physics,
including theories on the origin of the universe (e.g., the
big bang), the nature of black holes, and space-time.
Stephen Hawking is voted as one of the greatest Briton
because of the achievements he was able to attain. He
works mostly in Science and Physics, and he proved a
lot of his theories, and are now widely accepted. Some of
which are: 1. Contributed to the Cosmic Inflation Theory
where he said that from his observation on Big Bang
Theory, the universe expanded exponentially before
settling down to slower expansion. 2. His proposal about
the "top-down cosmology" theory with Thomas Hertog. It
proposed that the Universe is what have we known now,
it consisted of a superposition of many possible initial
conditions. We don't know the initial conditions at the
beginning of the universe, we can't have a bottom-up,
only top-down cosmetology. 3. His famous works are
about Black Holes, on trial confirming the Big Bang, and
Light Cones. He wrote all about them on his Best Selling
Book 'A Brief History of Time'. It helps introduce Physics
to a regular reader as he wrote it not from a technical
point of view. It became a hit and it sold more than 20
million copies. 4. He Published more books: After A Brief
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History of Time, several other works by Hawking were
published which went on to be quite popular including
Black Holes and Baby Universes and Other Essays, The
Universe in a Nutshell, On The Shoulders of Giants, and
God Created the Integers: The Mathematical
Breakthroughs That Changed History. He also coauthored a series of children fiction novels with his
daughter Lucy Hawking. 5. He found one of the most
important breakthroughs in Theoretical Physics, and it
was named after him, the Hawking Radiation. It proved
that black holes emit radiation, which exhausts their
energy then evaporate. This book is a well-researched
Biography of Stephen Hawking's life. From his
infanthood, to his illness (ALS), to his life adaptation 'The
Theory of Everything', up until his unforgettable death.
This book compiles all his accomplishments and studies
which you can further use as a reference. You may also
get his lessons that are deemed applicable at present.
This book is a celebration of his life. The Man who defied
everything. Scroll up, and click the 'BUY BUTTON' Now!
**Buy the printed copy, and you get the kindle version for
free ***You don't need to own a Kindle to read this,
mobile phone, computer, tablet, and laptop could work
too.
Stephen Hawking, A Life Story is the perfect way for readers
to take a deep dive into the life, mind and times of the world's
best-known physicist, by journalist and award-winning
children's author, Nikki Sheehan. This gripping new series
throws the reader directly into the lives of modern society's
most influential figures.
The famous physicist details the events of his life and career,
including attending Oxford and Cambridge, his ALS
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diagnosis, his study of black holes, and his penning of the
bestselling "A Brief History of Time."
Stephen Hawking was diagnosed with motor neurone disease
at the age of 21 and was expected to live for only another two
years. He went on to write books and deliver public lectures
right up until his death at the age of 76 in 2018. Hawking
achieved commercial success with several works of popular
science in which he discusses his own theories and
cosmology in general. His book A Brief History of Time, a
layman's guide to cosmology, appeared on the Sunday Times
best-seller list for a record-breaking 237 weeks and sold more
than 10 million copies. As Martin Rees, the cosmologist,
astronomer royal and Hawking’s longtime colleague wrote,
“His name will live in the annals of science; millions have had
their cosmic horizons widened by his best-selling books; and
even more, around the world, have been inspired by a unique
example of achievement against all the odds — a
manifestation of amazing willpower and determination.” In
this concise and informative guide to Hawking’s life and
work, his key scientific achievements – from gravitational
singularities to quantum cosmology – are covered in an
approachable and accessible way. This is a celebration of an
icon of modern physics, who inspired generations of scientists
and changed our understanding of the universe.
STEPHEN HAWKING WISDOM ~ Stephen Hawking’s
Encapsulated Expressions ~ It was in the year 1942, there
born a child who in turn become to known as one of the most
brilliant brains in the modern scientific World. His name is
Stephen William Hawking. His theoretical prediction over the
black holes attracted many ears. Stephen Hawking was the
first person who formulated a theory of cosmology by
blending quantum mechanics and theory of general relativity.
Bearing the chronic illness, Stephen Hawking is living a life
with a mission to shed us light over the darkness of universal
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secrets. Here we have collected sayings and quotes of
Stephen Hawking which consists of quotations about various
topics like science, aliens, god & religion, computers, life,
social, truth, relationship, etc. You can find motivational
quotes also among those he spelt. This book, ‘Stephen
Hawking Wisdom: Stephen Hawking’s Encapsulated
Expressions’ contains the sayings and quotes of Stephen
Hawking, which is filled with thought generating sayings and
questions. Spare some time for his teachings. Turn the pages
and grasp the gifts that Stephen Hawking had left for you...
Stephen Hawking is the most brilliant theoretical physicist
since Einstein. He is possibly the greatest living scientific
genius but also a highly successful author who has revealed
the most tricky of topics to ordinary minds, and a vocal
campaigner of social and political issues, including the rights
of disabled people. 3-Minute Stephen Hawking is the instant
introduction to this exceptional genius. His intellect and
enthusiasm undimmed by the motor neurone disease that
hampers his body, his work on gravitational singularities
(black holes), the nature of time, and the attempt to reconcile
quantum mechanics with Einstein’s general relativity is
genuinely brain-bending. This quark-size biography divides
Hawking’s life into 3-minute morsels – each served up as an
easily assimilable feast. Read it – and the Universe is your
oyster.
George tries to escape a host of problems by going to
Switzerland to help his friend Annie's father, Eric, run an
experiment exploring the origins of the universe, but faces
saboteurs and a mysterious message from George's old
nemesis, Reeper, there. Includes scientific essays exploring
the latest theories on the origin of the universe.
New in the Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the
life of Stephen Hawking, the genius physicist and author.
When Stephen Hawking was a little boy, he used to stare up
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at the stars and wonder about the universe. Although he was
never top of the class, his curiosity took him to the best
universities in England: Oxford and Cambridge. It also led him
to make one of the biggest scientific discoveries of the 20th
century: Hawking radiation. This moving book features stylish
and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a
biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed
profile of the brilliant physicist's life. Little People, BIG
DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational
games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from
designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them
achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with
a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages
to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books
are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to
babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present
expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow
you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls,
learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools
provide even more ways to make the lives of these role
models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of
outstanding people who will change the world with Little
People, BIG DREAMS!
?????????????????????? ??????????????????????
??????????? ??????????????? ???????????????
???????http://goo.gl/bEYAfJ ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????……??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????……
???????????????????????????????????????????
A biography of one of the world's most brilliant scientists
discusses Hawking's childhood, his twenty-five year battle
with Lou Gehrig's Disease, and his revolutionary theories on
the origin of the universe
An icon of the last fifty years, Stephen Hawking seems to
encapsulate genius- not since Albert Einstein has a scientific
figure held such a position in popular consciousness. In this
enthralling memoir, writer and physicist Leonard Mlodinow
tells the story of his friend and their friendship, offering an
intimate account of this giant of science. The two met in 2003,
when Stephen asked Leonard if he would consider writing a
book with him, the follow up to the bestselling A Brief History
of Time. As they spent years working on a second book, The
Grand Design, they forged a deep connection and Leonard
gained a much better understanding of Stephen's daily life
and struggles - as well as his compassion and good humour.
Together they obsessed over the perfect sentence, debated
the physics, and occasionally punted on Cambridge's
waterways with champagne and strawberries. In time,
Leonard was able to finish Stephen's jokes, chide his
sporadic mischief, and learn how the hardships of his illness
helped forge that unique perspective on the universe. By
weaving together their shared story with a clear-sighted
portrayal of Hawking's scientific achievements, Mlodinow
creates a beautiful portrait of Stephen Hawking as a brilliant,
impish and generous man whose life was not only exceptional
but also genuinely inspiring.
THE NO.1 SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'A beautiful little
book by a brilliant mind' DAILY TELEGRAPH 'Effortlessly
instructive, absorbing, up to the minute and - where it matters
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- witty' GUARDIAN The world-famous cosmologist and #1
bestselling author of A Brief History of Time leaves us with his
final thoughts on the universe's biggest questions in this
brilliant posthumous work. Is there a God? How did it all
begin? Can we predict the future? What is inside a black
hole? Is there other intelligent life in the universe? Will
artificial intelligence outsmart us? How do we shape the
future? Will we survive on Earth? Should we colonise space?
Is time travel possible? Throughout his extraordinary career,
Stephen Hawking expanded our understanding of the
universe and unravelled some of its greatest mysteries. But
even as his theoretical work on black holes, imaginary time
and multiple histories took his mind to the furthest reaches of
space, Hawking always believed that science could also be
used to fix the problems on our planet. And now, as we face
potentially catastrophic changes here on Earth - from climate
change to dwindling natural resources to the threat of artificial
super-intelligence - Stephen Hawking turns his attention to
the most urgent issues for humankind. Wide-ranging,
intellectually stimulating, passionately argued, and infused
with his characteristic humour, Brief Answers to the Big
Questions, the final book from one of the greatest minds in
history, is a personal view on the challenges we face as a
human race, and where we, as a planet, are heading next. A
percentage of all royalties will go to charity.
A Gripping Account Of A Physicist Whose Speculations Could
Prove As Revolutionary As Those Of Albert Einstein... It Can
Be Consulted As A Clear And Authoritative Guide Through
Three Decades Of Hawking S Central Contributions To
Cosmology. - Bernard Dixon In The New Statesman &
Society Excellent... From The Opening Pages, Which Relate
The Occasion When Shirley Maclaine Sought An Audience
With Her Hero In A Cambridge Restaurant, To The Final
Chapter On Hollywood, Fame And Fortune , The Book Is WellPage 17/18
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Nigh Unputdownable... [It] Ought To Be Read Alongside A
Brief History Of Time As A Kind Of Explanatory Supplement. Heather Cooper In The Times Educational Supplement
Fascinating... What Makes This Book So Rewarding Is The
Way That The Authors Have Blended Their Account Of
Hawking S Science With That Of His Life, Giving A Picture Of
A Remarkable Scientist As A Remarkable Person. - Tony
Osman In The Spectator It S Compulsive Reading, Maybe
Because Hawking Towers Above It All, A Complex And
Fascinating Character Who Remains Strangely Elusive:
Boyish Yet Indomitable, Stubborn Yet Charming, A Private
Man Revelling In Fame. - Clare Francis In The Sunday
Express [Their Book] Conveys How Scientific Research Is
Not Just A Dry Intellectual Pursuit But An Adventure Full Of
Joy, Despair And Humour, And Fraught With The Sort Of
Inter-Personal Problems And Rivalries Which Mark All Human
Endeavours. - Bernard Carr In The Independent On Sunday
Few Scientists Become Legends In Their Own Lifetime.
Stephen Hawking Is One. It Is Good To Have This WellDocumented And Immensely Readable Biography To Remind
Us That The Media-Hyped Mute Genius In The Wheelchair Is
In Fact A Sensitive, Humorous, Ambitious And Occasionally
Wilful Human Being. - Paul Davies In The Times Higher
Education Supplement
Includes excerpts from Simone Biles, Albert Einstein, and Neil
Armstrong.
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